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What We Will Present

 Loker project storm water management infiltration system design will not 

meet MASSDEP requirements

 Documents cited 

 BSC group review of the Loker project design 8/31/2018

 Weston and Sampson Response letter to BSC comments 8/23/2018

 BSC Group response to comments 9/26/2018

 DEP appeal denial appeal of by Windsor Place LLC of Order of Conditions by 

Wayland Conservation Commission of 10/4/2018



BSC questions the storm water diffusion 

system design

 The Loker field storm water management system consists of a set of 

perforated pipes under the field which will drain into diffusion chambers 

located under the proposed parking lot. 

 BSC Letter dated 8/31/2018 Section II Technical Items subsection a. “ The 

proposed design of the infiltration system in this area will have a surface 

grade of approximately elevation 200, with the bottom of stone withing 

these infiltration chambers at elevation 193.5 Per the MassDEP Stormwater 

Regulations, the minimum distance from the anticipated groundwater 

elevation to the bottom of the infiltration system is 2.0’. Based on the 

current available soils information, the proposed design does not meet the 

DEP groundwater separation criteria.”

 Developer never dug test holes to see if there is adequate soil below the diffusion 

chambers.

 Weston and Sampson response 7/2018 – “Item addressed in a satisfactory 

manner” 

 We will figure it out after we start the project



 BSC response 9/26/2018 “BSC respectfully disagrees”   “If the test pi(-s) find 

groundwater or bedrock less than 2’ below the proposed infiltration system, 

the system will need to be redesigned, resulting in a delay in construction 

as the redesign will need to be reviewed by the Commission.  This redesign 

would likely increase overall project cost, BSC has seen conditions like the 

one suggested by W&S used on other projects where adequate soils 

information has been previously obtained , but not within the exact area of 

the infiltration system.”

 You are taking a severe cost and schedule risk if you just assume the will be 2’ of 

soil where you plan to put the storm water diffusion chambers”



MassDEP agrees with BSC

 DEP 24 School Street appeal denial 8/16/2018 Page 2 last paragraph

 “in accordance with the MA Stormwater Handbook (Volume 2, Chapter 2), two (2) 
feet of separation is required between the seasonal high groundwater and the 
bottom of the infiltration system. In addition, at least six(6) of crushed, washed stone 
layer is required between the infiltrative surface and the o bottom of the galleys”

 While the requirement is unproven the design might still work for Loker except 
the DEP 24 School Street denial also states

 “ The proposed subsurface infiltration system will be located under the driveway” 
MassDEP is also concerned about the impact of dead and live loads on the galleys 
and they surface they sit upon.”  “Live loads such as the weight of a loaded moving 
truck are usually variable and have the potential to church gallies or to push them into 
the subsurface soils. Especial as no crushed stone layer is proposed”

 The placement of the stormwater diffusion chambers under the Loker parking 
will also require a layer of crushed stone to prevent damage for constant car 
traffic.

 The depth of the gravel, the height of the chambers, and the 2 feet of soil below the 
chambers will require that there will be approximately 10 feet space before hitting 
ledge below the parking lot.  

 All of the test holes dug anywhere on the hit ledge between 2 and 4 feet below the 
surface
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Likely Construction Scenario

 Cut down all of the trees

 Use the parking lot as a staging area while excavation the field area

 Dig holes required to bury the diffusion chambers after field grading is 

completed

 Pave the parking lot

 If there is not enough soil above the ledge level under the parking lot

 Option 1 redesign the storm water management system – But because the field is 

so large compared to the available space there is really no other place to put 

the diffusion chambers.

 Option 2 “Oxbow strategy” – Ignore the problem complete construction and 

hope no one notices the problem.

 You can only guard against a major financial loss if the developer must dig 

a test hole large enough and deep for all the stormwater diffusion 

chambers before any other construction is started.


